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Chapter 651 The Magical Purification Grass And Oak Flower Pot 

 [ special seed stone! ] 

[ this is a seed-shaped magical stone buried deep underground. It seems to contain a strange power. 

The owner of the seed store has been looking for this stone. You can buy a special seed from the owner 

of the seed store! ] 

As expected! 

Qin Lin saw the note and found that it was the same as the one in the forum. It said that one could 

purchase a special seed from the owner of the seed store. 

Qin Lin immediately controlled his game character to go to the seed shop in ore town. 

This time, when he clicked on the seed store owner, the option to activate the special seed appeared. 

After clicking it, a special conversation appeared: 

[ what are you holding in your hand? [ can I take a look? ] 

[ yes! [ no! ] 

Qin Lin directly chose "yes." 

The owner of the seed store: 

[ wow, it's really this kind of stone. Can you give it to me? ] [ with this stone, I can develop special seeds. 

] 

qin lin still chose "yes." 

This time, no new conversation appeared, but the seed store owner had a new list of special seeds. 

He opened the list and saw the names of some seeds. 

They were the seeds of the seedless watermelon, Xiangshui tribute rice, and Dogtooth grass that he had 

obtained earlier. They were all labeled with a'**'in front. 

Now, these seeds had been categorized into a special list of seeds. 

Qin Lin also saw a new seed in the list. 

This should be the special seed released by the special seed wondrous stone. 

[ purification grass seed: Grade 2 ] 

[ a special seed that has been cultivated by the owner of a seed shop with a special seed stone can be 

planted into a very strange purification grass. There is no planting season limit, the growth cycle is 

extremely short, and it can grow all year round! [ planting requirement: Level 3 land ] 

Purification grass? 
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Qin Lin could guess the function of the plant when he saw the note, but he still needed to plant it to 

know. 

He didn't hesitate and chose to buy the seeds. Then, he controlled his game character to return to the 

farm, uprooting the watermelons planted on the two level 3 fields, and then planting the purification 

grass seeds. 

The quality 2 watermelons could be planted and harvested by the manor itself. He no longer needed to 

plant them in the game, so he did not have to worry about running out of stock. 

The purification grass only grew for a short period of time. It was planted in the afternoon, and when 

the sky turned dark, a prompt appeared in the game that it was ripe and ready to be harvested. 

Qin Lin directly looked at the screen in his mind and controlled his game character to go to two level 3 

plots to harvest the purification grass. 

The appearance of this purification grass was very similar to the powder mix grass. 

The pink mess grass was a kind of grass with thin green leaves and pink cloud-like flowers at the top. It 

was also an ornamental grass with excellent ornamental effects. 

Upon closer inspection, the difference was still very big. 

however, when it came to controlling the game character's harvest, a different situation appeared this 

time. there was actually a choice: 

[ harvest the potted plant! Harvest and transplant the lawn! 

It was also Qin Lin's first time encountering such a scene. 

Needless to say, the small pot of triangular plum was one of the special souvenirs of the villa, which was 

very popular with tourists. 

as for the lawn transplantation, he could roughly understand it. this was because, in many places 

nowadays, other than spreading seeds, there were also people who directly transplanted lawns. 

This kind of transplanted lawn was a finished product that had already been planted. It had soil and a 

complete root system. When transplanted into the soil, because the root system was complete, it could 

survive well. 

The price of transplanting a lawn was higher than planting one by themselves. However, many high-end 

places that needed to open for a short period of time would choose to transplant lawns. 

Qin Lin directly harvested the potted plants from two pieces of purification grass from level-three land! 

The other harvested and transplanted the lawn. 

A moment later. 

The two level 3 plots of land were now empty, but the yard that was specially used to store plants had 

many purification grass potted plants, as well as patches of lawn with soil and roots wrapped in special 

plastic film. 



Then, Qin Lin locked the office door and entered the game with a thought. He saw the attributes of the 

purification grass: 

purification grass potted plant: Grade 2 " 

[ this is a special potted plant that can release a special gaseous substance through photosynthesis. It 

has a special effect and can purify the air in the surrounding area by +2. In addition, the purification 

grass is also very pleasing to the eye: +2 aesthetic,+2 aesthetic,+2 attraction,+2 photogenic! ] 

Just as he had guessed, the purification grass had the property of purifying the air. 

Moreover, the attributes were definitely very impressive. 

Compared to this attribute, beauty +2, aesthetic +2, attraction +2, entry +2 and so on did not seem to be 

as important. 

After all, in modern society, the air quality problem was getting more and more serious. It could be said 

that the air quality in most cities could not meet the standard. 

Even the air quality of many counties and towns was not up to standard. 

This was probably the reason why more and more rich people liked to go to the countryside to find a 

place to build a villa as a side garden. 

However, this was only the standard. 

If one were to talk about good air quality, this kind of place was very rare, except for deep mountains 

and old forests. 

transplanted purification grass: Grade 2 " 

[ this is a special kind of grass lawn. Through photosynthesis, it can release a special gaseous substance 

that has a special effect. It can purify the air in a small area around it by +2. In addition, the purification 

grass is also very pleasing to the eye: +2 aesthetic,+2 aesthetic,+2 attraction,+2 photogenic! ] 
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Obviously, the attributes of the transplanted lawn and the potted plant were the same, because the 

purification grass was of 2 quality. Moreover, the number of harvests from both plots was the same, 50. 

Qin Lin looked at the beautiful purification grass and came up with a plan. 

He had been thinking about what kind of potted plants to decorate the interior of the manor. After all, 

such a large room couldn't be empty. 

Now that the purification grass had appeared, he didn't need to waste his time to choose. 

He could just directly use the purifying grass. 

Purifying the air and improving the air quality would not only improve the living experience of the 

guests, but also make the manor more upscale. 
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The +2 in beauty,+2 in viewing,+2 in attraction, and +2 in the mirror was definitely a very good 

landscape. 

there was also the transplanted lawn. he could transplant it around the manor a few times to decorate 

it. other than increasing the landscape, it could also improve the air quality of the entire manor. 

If the air quality was good, not only would there be fewer harmful gases and people would not get sick, 

but the feeling of living there would also be different. 

He didn't believe that if he stayed in a place like Beijing for three days and then immediately stayed in 

the countryside for another day, he would be able to feel the difference. 

One kind of suffocation made people want to escape, while the other kind was refreshing, giving a very 

intuitive feeling. 

Sometimes, the air in the big city would make some people feel suffocated. 

The TV series " hunting ground ", which The Legend of the Sword and fairy Hu had starred in, was about 

a Beijing official named qu. Because of his daughter's health, he had to use an air fresher at home 24 

hours a day. In the end, he had to escape from the city because of his daughter. 

Experts had also studied and found that people who lived in a place with good air quality all year round 

would live ten to fifteen years longer than those who gave birth in a place with bad air quality. The 

probability of getting sick would also be lower. 

therefore, it was obvious how important air quality was to human survival. 

qin lin believed that with the purification grass, the air quality of the manor could be improved in a 

straight line. it would be difficult to find a place with better air quality than here. 

However, to decorate the entire Manor, just these potted purification grass and transplanted lawns 

were not enough. 

So, Qin Lin controlled his game character to go to the seed store in ore town to buy seeds, and then 

uprooted all the crops in the level 3 land. 

he used all the level three plots of land to plant purification grass. 

Moreover, the purification grass pot given by the system was really ugly. 

He definitely had to change the potted plant that the system had given him. 

He would have to think about what kind of person it was. 

Qin Lin suddenly thought of something. He walked directly to a shed in the ranch. This was a shed for 

timber, where timber was stored. 

When he got closer, he could see that there was a lot of wood stored inside. 

These were all oak wood that Qin Lin had specially stored in the past. 

The value of oak wood was much lower than that of scented Rosewood and red sandalwood, so the 

chances of respawning were higher. 



From the beginning, he had planned to build a wine cellar in the manor and use oak to store wine in 

barrels. Oak was a good material for making wine barrels as it was very waterproof. Therefore, he had 

kept a lot of oak in storage all this time. 

The first batch had already been used to make quite a few wine barrels to store wine in the wine cellar, 

and the remaining ones could be used to make flower pots. 

It would be a good idea to use the oak processing machine at the wood processing machine experience 

to make flower pots that fit the simple and ancient style of the manor. 

However, he needed a picture of the flower pot first. 

Qin Lin logged out of the game and sat in front of the computer. He then logged into design websites 

such as baitu network and mind Network to look for flower pot design drawings. 

It took him some time to find more than ten flower pot designs that fit the simple and ancient style of 

the manor. 

He would pay to download it, print it out, bring it into the game, and put it in his character's bag. 

he exited the game again. 

When Qin Lin looked at the game, there were already a few flower pot designs in the game. 

He immediately controlled the game character to put the oak trees into his backpack. Because there 

were a lot of oak trees, even with the game's mechanics, the backpack couldn't fit all of them. 

Then, he controlled his game character to head to the processing machine experience Hall in ore town 

and stood in front of the wood processing machine. 

[ please select the blueprint you want to process! [ insert your own blueprint! ] 

There were still two options. 

Qin Lin directly chose one of the design drawings that he put in his game character's backpack, and then 

chose to process it. 

It took him quite some time to bring the remaining oak to the processing machine experience Hall in 

batches. He made more than 240 flower pots out of them. 

These flower pots filled up the empty space in front of the ranch house. 

240 flower pots would be enough to decorate the manor. 

A few pots of Grade 2 plants were placed in each room, some in the corridor, and some in the hall. In 

the future, he could also get some other plants to complement it. It was simply perfect. 

Naturally, he would definitely place more in the inner area. 

After all, he would be living in the inner area by himself in the future. 

After processing all the oak Flower pots, Qin Lin entered the game and saw the remarks of these Oak 

Flower pots: 



[ Oak Flower pot: Grade 1 ] 

[ this is a flower pot processed with a special oak wood: Color +1, material hardness +1, pattern 

perception +1, artistic +1, aesthetic +1, ancient style minimalism +1 ] 

Compared to oak, this Oak Flower pot had an additional +1 artistic,+1 aesthetic, and +1 Vintage 

Simplicity attribute after processing. 
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This was a new attribute given by the processing machine forged from the blueprint. It was clearly much 

better than the flower pots purchased outside. 

The next day, a new batch of purification grass was ready to be harvested. 

He chose to harvest it directly. After harvesting this batch of purification grass, the purification grass 

potted plants needed to decorate the manor were almost enough. 

after that, he would need to plant the purification grass. he needed a lot of it to decorate the lawn. 

Therefore, in the next few days, Qin Lin planted purification grass on the third-level land in the game 

until he had enough. 

… 

In the morning. 

Qin Lin got up early in the morning again. After harvesting another batch of purification grass and 

transplanting it on the lawn, he went to the warehouse. This time, after transporting the things from the 

game to the villa, he immediately drove the truck back to the warehouse. 

Then, he moved the potted purification grass and the transplanted lawn out of the game, filling up the 

entire warehouse. 

Because he couldn't let it go, he even transplanted a lot of purification grass to the lawn outside the 

warehouse. 

It was obviously impossible for him to transport so many potted plants and transplanted lawns back 

with his truck. Therefore, he would need Zhao Liyuan to bring a fleet of cars to transport them later. 

He had driven the truck here to transport the oak Flower pots, and the truck was already filled with the 

oak Flower pots that he had taken out from the game. 

This was not the first time Zhao Liyuan had run errands for Qin Lin and transported things for him. With 

just a phone call, he had brought his team here at the fastest speed possible. 

Receiving a call from Chairman Qin was equivalent to an opportunity to show her face. 

This was an opportunity that the other two transportation companies that relied on Linlin food company 

for a living didn't have. So, even if these two transportation companies were larger than their fleet, they 

couldn't exclude them. 
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Chairman Qin, transport all these potted plants and lawns to the villa? " As soon as Zhao Liyuan arrived, 

he knew what to do when he saw those things. As he spoke, he had already waved his hand to make 

arrangements. 

Qin Lin handed the potted plants and the lawn transplant to Zhao Liyuan, and drove the truck to 

transport the oak Flower pots to the manor. 

When he arrived at the manor, he made another phone call. Yu Shui soon came with the staff from the 

plantation Department."Boss, what's your order?" 

"There will be a batch of potted plants and the transplanted lawn here later. Bring some people to 

transplant these potted plants into these wooden pots. Then, transplant the lawn to various parts of the 

manor to decorate it," Qin Lin instructed. 

"Don't worry, boss. Leave it to us." Yu Shui immediately patted her chest and promised. Then, she 

ordered people to unload the oak Flower pots from the car. 

however, these flower pots were very exquisite. they were not comparable to the flower pots that the 

villa had bought before. 

After a while, Zhao Liyuan's fleet also arrived. They transported the potted purification grass and the 

transplanted purification grass over. 

yu shui immediately called out a middle-aged man and ordered, " "Master Huang, come and take a look 

at how to transplant these potted plants and lawns." 

With the development of Linlin's plantation Department, Yu Shui, the manager, had naturally asked the 

Human Resources Department to recruit professional talents. They had to become more and more 

professional. 

This Master Huang was an expert in potted plants and lawn transplantation. 

Master Huang had given him a lot of advice and suggestions on how to improve the transplant of the 

triangular Plum Garden and the daily maintenance of the greenery in the villa. 

"is this the powder mix grass?" Master Huang came closer and was surprised to see the purification 

grass. He said with uncertainty, " eh, it's a little different. Moreover, these are more beautiful and eye-

catching. 

Yu Shui was naturally attracted by the purification grass. After all, a quality of 2 had the attributes of 

attraction +2, aesthetic +2, and beauty +2. 

However, he also instructed, " don't worry about this. The things that the boss got must not be ordinary. 

We'll just be responsible for the transplant. 

After all, he was a manager. He had to understand some things and do his job well. 

"Alright," he said. Master Huang nodded and began to study it. After a short while, he came up with the 

best transplant plan and started to take action with his men. 



The first step was to transplant the pot. They had to cut the original pot open and not let the soil 

collapse. Moreover, the oak pot was different from the original pot, and they had to fill it up again. 

This was naturally not a difficult task. 

Master Huang quickly brought his men to plant the purification plants into the oak Flower pots. 

Qin Lin also instructed the manor's attendants to move the transplanted potted plants away and 

decorate them. 

As time passed, Master Huang suddenly felt that something was wrong. He muttered to himself, " why 

does the air suddenly feel better? " 

Not only Master Huang, but the people from the plantation Department also realized it. 

After all, the feeling of breathing would not lie. 

Chapter 654 The Light-Chasing Purifying Grass And The Terrible Air Quality Index 

Obviously, Master Huang and the staff of the plantation Department were not the only ones who felt 

the abnormality. 

yu shui also felt that something was wrong. 

Qin Lin also felt it. He knew that the purification grass had begun to photosynthesize under the sun, and 

the air purification +2 attribute was in effect. 

the purification grass transplanted on the lawn and potted plants were placed together. the effect of 

this combination was naturally very strong. even though it had only just started, there were already 

some effects. 

Master Huang and the others were surprised, but as employees, their boss was beside them. To them, 

work was their priority. 

After making sure that the plants were working fine, Master Huang started to check on the lawn with 

the purification grass. Then, he ordered his men to move the lawn to different parts of the villa. 

He had participated in the transplantation of the flowers and plants in the manor and knew which places 

were suitable for the lawn without destroying the original scenery. 

first of all, an area at the sports field had to be transplanted. the original dog tooth grass could be 

removed, and the lawn could be transplanted. 

As the staff of the plantation Department moved the transplanted lawns away, Qin Lin could clearly feel 

that the air quality around him had dropped again. 

This also showed that the air purification effect of purification grass +2 was very strong. 

If these purification grass potted plants and lawn were transplanted in the entire Manor, as long as they 

could photosynthesize, they could rely on sunlight during the day and incandescent light at night. If they 

could photosynthesize 24 hours a day, the air quality of the entire Manor would probably be raised to a 

terrifying level. 
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Academician li and professor Ren walked out of the manor villa. When they saw the purification grass, 

they were surprised and said, " "Boss Qin, did you transplant new green plants again? These green 

plants are very beautiful." 

"Yes, we always need to add things from time to time." Qin Lin nodded with a smile, then asked the two, 

" "Are the two of you going out for a walk?" 

After academician li continuously ate two quality yellow croakers and two quality turtle herbal dishes, in 

addition to getting enough sleep every day, his condition was getting better and better. 

Not only was his stomach cancer slightly cured, but the medicinal Food itself also had the attributes of 

health and strengthening, restoring energy and spirit, replenishing blood and Qi, and strengthening 

immunity. 

This was also very beneficial to his body. 

"I plan to go to your Linlin laboratory with professor Ren to see the progress of the body-increasing 

medicinal liquid." Academician li was also in a good mood. 

During this period, not only had his stomach cancer improved, but his mental state and attitude had also 

improved a lot. He naturally knew who was the reason for this. 

Therefore, he was even more polite to Qin Lin. 

boss Qin, I won't bother you anymore, " professor Ren said. I'll go to the laboratory with academician li. 

Although he was recuperating here, he was also recuperating with his colleagues, as chief Lu had said. 

His assistant was still in the lab with the athletes and the new soldiers, testing the body-increasing 

liquid. He naturally had to pay attention to the situation in the lab. 

Today, academician li was curious about the body strengthening medicine, so he brought him to take a 

look. 

yushui and the plantation department were very efficient. 

The transplantation of the purification grass potted plants and lawn was completed in half a day. 

The plantation staff left the manor after completing the task. 

Yu Shui, however, stayed. 

He had to observe the newly transplanted lawns to make sure that nothing would go wrong. Otherwise, 

it would be embarrassing to be criticized by the boss. 

But as time passed, Yu Shui's face slowly revealed a look of shock. 

He discovered something incredible. The purification grass was actually slanted in one direction. 

… 

In the office. 

Qin Lin's attention was back to the game in his mind. 



He controlled his character to mine in the lake mine again, but unfortunately, after digging through the 

entire seventh level of the lake mine, he didn't find anything new except for a few diamond ores. 

As soon as he entered the eighth floor of the lake mine, there was an urgent knock on the door. 

It was Yu Shui, who came in with a look of surprise on her face. 

"Manager Yu, what's wrong?" Qin Lin asked, puzzled. 

boss, come with me, " Yu Shui said hurriedly. I found something very interesting about those 

transplanted lawns. 

When Qin Lin heard Yu Shui's words, he subconsciously thought of the air purifying grass'+2 attribute. 

Yushui must have noticed the abnormality in the air quality. 

he followed yu shui to a transplanted purification grass and realized that this was not the case, because 

he saw that the transplanted purification grass was all slanted to the side. 

It was as if a hurricane had blown them all over. 

"How could this be?" Qin Lin asked, puzzled. Is there a problem with the transplant?" 

"Boss, no, they're all slanted in the direction of the sun!" As Yu Shui spoke, she took a board from the 

side and placed it on the lawn to block the sun. 

However, something unexpected happened. The grass that had been blocked from the sun quickly stood 

up from its slanted state and returned to its upright appearance. 

"yi!" Qin Lin was a little surprised to see this. 

At this time, Yu Shui moved the board away to let the right side exposed to the sun. In an instant, the 

purification grass that had regained its upright posture all tilted to the right. 

Yu Shui moved the board to the other side, allowing the left side to be exposed to the sun. Then, the 

purification grass, which had straightened up again, slanted to the left. 

Qin Lin was completely shocked. These purification grass were chasing after the sun. They would slanted 

in the direction where there was sunlight. 

Chapter 655 The Light-Chasing Purifying Grass And The Terrible Air Quality Index 

This was the first time he had seen such a strange scene. He immediately guessed that it might be 

related to the purification grass 'special photosynthesis ability. 

… 

As time passed, the transplanted purification grass also began to release that special gas through 

photosynthesis, quietly and slowly changing the air quality of the manor. 

The lawn outside was facing the sun, and the purification grass potted plant in the manor was facing the 

fluorescent light. 

Even at night, the lights in the manor could allow the purification grass to continue photosynthesizing. 
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Photosynthesis relied on blue-purple light and red-orange light. White light contained blue-purple light 

and red-orange light. As long as there was a light with these two lights and the intensity of the light was 

sufficient, plants could also carry out photosynthesis. 

Most incandescent lamps met this requirement, and the incandescent lamps in the manor were one of 

them. 

Therefore, the air quality of the entire Manor was obviously different after one night. 

In the room. 

Academician li got up early in the morning and stretched his back. 

With the fish therapy in the manor to relax his body and the sandalwood incense in the manor to go to 

sleep, every morning when he woke up, he felt as if the torture of stomach cancer had been completely 

removed from him. 

This kind of life in the manor was really a blessing for patients like him. 

When he woke up this morning, he clearly noticed that something was different. He clearly felt that his 

breathing was smoother, and there was a refreshing feeling. He felt that all the hair follicles in his body 

were breathing easily. 

He washed his face and walked out of the room. 

academician li saw duanmu ruiyang doing something in front of a few potted plants. he asked, " "Doctor 

Duanmu, what are you doing?" 

he recognized the potted plants that boss qin had asked someone to transplant yesterday. they were 

very beautiful and attractive at first glance. 

Duanmu ruiyang quickly said,"academician Li, you should feel it, right?" I can even breathe more 

smoothly this morning. The air in the manor seems to have become very good." 

"You also felt it?" Academician li asked in surprise. 

duanmu ruiyang replied, " i'm a doctor. i'm very sensitive in this area. also, i noticed that the closer i got 

to these potted plants, the better the air around me seemed to be. this change might be related to 

these potted plants. " 

“？？？”academician li was in disbelief. 

Could these potted plants improve the air? 

He tried to get closer to the potted plant, and his eyes gradually revealed a look of surprise. 

The air really did seem to be better when they were close to the potted plant. 

Thinking of the potted plants that she had just transplanted yesterday, the air was even better today. 

It really seemed to be related to this potted plant. 

This was unbelievable. 



He was an academician, so he naturally knew how much money the Chinese Academy of Sciences had 

invested in air pollution in Beijing. 

However, with the current situation of the modern industry and the pungent exhaust of cars, the results 

of air control were limited. 

The mist had even become a synonym for the capital. 

Now, a few potted plants actually had the effect of improving the air quality? 

Could it be professor Li Kai's research again? " Academician li immediately had a guess in his mind. 

after all, only professor li kai had the ability to do so. 

… 

Qin Lin arrived at the villa early in the morning after delivering you Xi's things. The first thing he did was 

to check on the purification grass. 

However, the moment he entered the manor, he felt a refreshing air blowing against his face. 

It was a different air quality. 

The purification grass seemed to be more effective than he had imagined. 

Without hesitation, Qin Lin called Li Kai and asked him to bring over a piece of air quality equipment 

from the laboratory. 

Air quality could be sensed by breathing, but if there was a device to detect it, it would know the level of 

air quality and the specific air quality. 

When Li Kai received Qin Lin's call early in the morning, he was also a little confused. 

Why would Brother Qin want an air quality index device? 

However, Brother Qin had already made a call. He had also found an air quality AQI detection 

instrument in the laboratory. 

Linlin's laboratory now had a lot of equipment in stock. They basically had all kinds of equipment, 

including a few air quality AQI testing equipment. 

he had asked shen li to purchase it in order to test the air quality of the experimental site, so it wasn't 

very expensive. 

 Moreover, the air quality AQI was a common instrument used in daily air quality testing to detect the 

air quality index. 

This index could be expressed as a value of 0-∞. Furthermore, there was a clear division of levels. 

0-50 It meant that the air was of good quality, basically free of pollution, and suitable for all kinds of 

people to live in. Unfortunately, this level of air quality only existed in villages and old forests in the wild. 

the city with the best air quality last year had an air index of 55, and it was a big city surrounded by 

mountains. 



Once the car was on the road and the factories were in operation, quality air would become a luxury. 

In other words, there was no big city in the country that could achieve quality air. 

51-100 It meant that the air index was good and the air quality was acceptable. Some pollutants only 

had a weak impact on the health of a few sensitive people and could meet the living requirements. 

Most of the cities in the country had this level of air quality requirement. 

In other words, if one was satisfied with living, they could forget about maintaining their health. As long 

as they were in the city, it was a joke to want to maintain their health without spending money. 

101-150 It was due to light air pollution. The symptoms of the susceptible population had slightly 

aggravated, the healthy population had stimulating symptoms, and the elderly, children, respiratory 

system, and other diseases had to reduce long-term and high-intensity outdoor activities, or it would be 

very dangerous. 

Chapter 656 The Light-Chasing Purification Grass! The Terrible Air Quality Index! 

There were also many cities with air quality index of this level. For example, some cities in Dongguang, 

Dongshan, and Nanhe were often in this level. 

Every breath of air in these cities contained a trace of exhaust from cars and factories. 

Of course, this was already very bad, but there was something even worse. A typical example was that 

danger warnings would be issued in Beijing many times, the air quality index would break through 150, 

and there would even be foggy weather. 

As for those who were curious about the impact of this air quality, they could go out and take a deep 

breath of the fog when the weather in Beijing was foggy. They would know then. 

Li Kai quickly arrived at the manor with the AQI detector. 

The moment he entered the manor, he was stunned. 

He wasn't a slow-witted person, so he could instantly feel the fresh air in the manor. 

As soon as they entered the manor, they were greeted by the refreshing air. 

"This Tao Wu!" Li Kai muttered to himself as he left the manor. That feeling disappeared, and in 

contrast, the air outside was stuffy. 

He stepped into the manor again. 

The fresh air appeared again, as if the air inside and outside the manor was on a completely different 

level. 

They were only separated by a flower garden wall, yet the difference was so great? 

Confused, Li Kai left the manor and turned on the AQI detector. A moment later, he saw a number pop 

up on the screen: 59! 

This was the normal value of you Cheng. 
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Although level 59 was a level where the air was good, in modern society, it was already considered a city 

with good air. 

And this was in Linlin villa. If it was in the county, it would be an additional 5-10 points. 

After Li Kai finished checking the air quality index outside, he entered the manor again and checked 

again. The value on the instrument jumped again, and finally stopped at a value: 43! 

"Really?" Li Kai was shocked. No wonder there was such a huge difference. 

The air quality inside the manor was of high quality, while the air quality outside was only good. 

Furthermore, even though there was only a difference of 16 points between 43 and 59, if a city had to 

rely on money to manage this 16 points, it would require billions of dollars to make up for the 

difference. 

if any sanatorium or sanatorium could have such an air index around them, they would be able to brag 

about it. 

Now, the air quality of old Brother Qin's Manor has actually reached such a level. 

It was too unbelievable. 

The key was that he had been to this Manor before. Was the air quality of the manor so good before? 

Li Kai walked into the manor with doubts, but the closer he got to the manor, the more he felt that the 

quality of control was better. 

This was because the potted purification grass and the lawn were transplanted around the manor villa, 

and the potted plants were also in the villa. 

Therefore, the air quality in the manor in the center was the best. 

Even when he entered, he could feel a feeling of breathing and hair follicles relaxing. How good was the 

air quality? 

Li Kai subconsciously turned on the AQI detector in his hand. The number on it jumped again and finally 

stopped at an unbelievable number: 3。 

The air quality index is only 3? 

"Are you kidding me?" ah! Li Kai exclaimed. 

This kind of air index could not possibly appear in a place where humans gathered. It was possible in a 

primitive forest where few people visited. 

Now, the air index appeared in front of his eyes. 

Li Kai even subconsciously suspected that there was something wrong with the AQI detector. He 

subconsciously activated the device again and tested it again. 

Soon, the numbers on the device began to jump again. 

After a while, the number stopped again. 2。 



Looking at the number, Li Kai's mouth was wide open. 

It was even lower. 

Was this really not a joke? 

However, his breathing and dilapidating hair follicles told him that it was true. 

li kai finally couldn't help but take out his phone and call qin lin. the moment the call connected, he 

asked anxiously, " "Brother Qin, what did you do in the manor?" 

Chapter 657 Li Kai, It's Getting Heavier And Heavier On My Back 

Li Kai looked at the number displayed on the air quality detector and immediately called Qin Lin. 

He wasn't a fool. If he thought that the air quality was normal, he would be abnormal. 

In the office. 

When Qin Lin received Li Kai's call and heard his urgent question, he knew that Li Kai must have noticed 

the abnormal air quality in the manor. 

He asked for Li Kai's location before hanging up. He then placed a bag of seeds on the table into the 

drawer. 

this bag contained the seeds of the purification grass. 

After discovering the effects of the purifying grass, the first thing he thought about was whether he 

could cultivate it. 

although the seeds required level 3 land, even if they were cultivated in special soil outside, the quality 

would be greatly reduced. 

However, if this purification grass could be planted and cultivated, even if it was at a quality of 1, or 

even if it was only in a normal state, and its purifying effect was very weak, it was still a good thing. 

After all, this was an ecological purification. As long as he planted it, even if there was only a little effect, 

the accumulated effect of large-scale planting would be very strong. 

Moreover, it was constantly purifying the air, so the cost was not high. 

this meant that the market would be huge. 

However, this matter had to be handed over to old brother li, and he had to fool him first. 

a moment later. 

Qin Lin left the office and met Li Kai in the manor. 

"Brother Qin, what's going on?" Li Kai saw Qin Lin and asked curiously. 

"Old brother li, come with me." Qin Lin greeted Li Kai and took him to a transplanted purification grass 

lawn. Then he said, " "Li Kaige, it's all because of these grass." 
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"Is this the powder mix grass? Did the genes mutate?" Li Kai immediately thought of a possibility when 

he heard the answer. 

It was impossible for a few cosmetics to improve the air quality of the manor so much. 

With such an effect, the air quality problem would no longer be a global problem. 

However, what if they were to live in a special soil and the makeup chaos grass mutated? 

That was a possibility. 

After all, it wasn't the first time he had seen such a genetic mutation. 

He knew that Brother Qin had Three Burrows. Other than the experimental ground in the laboratory, 

there were other special soils. 

However, could it be that old Brother Qin's luck was so good? 

Li Kai also knew that Qin Lin wouldn't lie, so he subconsciously turned on the AQI Quality Index test. 

After a while. 

On the AQI detector, a number that completely shocked him appeared: 1。 

Although the air quality index started from zero, it was impossible for the real air quality index to reach 

zero. 

Therefore, 1 was the bottom line. 

it's indeed a genetic mutation, " said Qin Lin. I accidentally found out that they can purify the air, so I 

asked brother li to come over and see if we can cultivate them. 

Li Kai put down the equipment and squatted down in front of the mess to observe it. 

A moment later, he also noticed something unusual."These are a little different from the common 

dainty Pixies. The roots and the buds seem a little abnormal! Perhaps the reason why the powder mix 

grass has such an effect is related to its roots and buds." 

Qin Lin smiled but didn't say anything. He knew that this was related to the photosynthesis of the 

purification grass. However, this was just a preliminary judgment from brother Li's identity as a 

researcher. 

The other party did not have any external hacks, so he could only rely on his own knowledge and the 

possibilities he thought of to make a judgment step by step. 

Academician li and professor Ren rushed over. 

The two of them had looks of amazement on their faces. 

After academician li discovered the abnormality of the potted plant, he immediately went to find 

professor Ren. Professor Ren woke up early in the morning and also discovered the abnormality in the 

air quality of the manor. 



Now that the two of them had confirmed that the air quality was due to the potted plant, how could 

they not be shocked? 

Professor Li Kai was definitely up to something again. 

after all, the other party had to come up with such things from time to time to surprise everyone. 

When they got closer, they saw Li Kai squatting in front of the mess of makeup and carefully observing 

it. Academician li and professor Ren silently looked at each other and understood what the other meant. 

As expected! 

"Boss Qin, li." Professor Ren walked up to them and greeted them. 

Academician li directly walked up to Li Kai and said, " "Professor Li Kai, you've come up with something 

amazing again." 

" professor li kai, " professor ren echoed, " it's really amazing. i haven't felt this kind of air quality in a 

long time. " 

“？？？”Li Kai was observing carefully, and when he suddenly heard the conversation between the two, 

he was a little stunned. 

What was going on? 

This had nothing to do with him. 

Li Kai subconsciously looked at Qin Lin and asked. 

Seeing this, Qin Lin hurriedly gave Li Kai a look, as if to say,"old brother Li, you should take the blame for 

this." 

He then smiled at academician li and professor Ren and said, " "Academician li, professor Ren, you guys 

know about it too? Old brother li is currently observing the condition of these Pixies." 

Academician li smiled and said, " you noticed the air quality anomaly early in the morning. You must 

have guessed that this is professor Li Kai's work. Professor Li Kai is amazing. 

Li Kai felt immense pressure. 

This really had nothing to do with him. It was all because of the genetic mutation caused by the special 

soil. However, he had seen the look in Brother Qin's eyes just now. He must have been reminding him 

not to reveal the matter of the special soil. 

Chapter 658 Li Kai, It's Getting Heavier And Heavier On My Back _2 

Also, looking at academician li, he probably wouldn't believe it. 

"An AQI air detector? How's the air quality in the manor now?" Professor Ren picked one up and started 

to test it. 

Academician li also subconsciously looked over. 

A moment later, the device displayed a number: 1。 
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Academician li and professor Ren were stunned when they saw the number 1 on the device. 

Even if the two of them knew that the air quality in the manor was very good, they did not expect the air 

quality index to only be 1. 

If the city leaders, who had always been affected by air quality, knew about this, they would probably go 

crazy. 

"Professor Li Kai, are these potted plants successfully cultivated?" Academician li couldn't wait to ask. 

"Hehe." Li Kai really didn't know how to answer. 

He had only just found out about this matter, so he didn't know anything about the situation with the 

makeup mess. 

Now that he was suddenly asked this question, how was he supposed to answer? 

Fortunately, he had taken the blame many times and had some experience. He said, " academician li, 

these are just experimental products. Moreover, they are not mature yet. I have to conduct the second 

batch of experiments to determine the stability of the purified air. 

Academician li nodded and said, " yeah, scientific research needs to be more rigorous. If it was anyone 

else with this kind of result, they would have already publicized it everywhere. Even if the research 

results aren't out yet, the outside world would already be spreading the news. Professor Li Kai is still the 

calmest. At this point, there's no news from the outside world. 

 Li Kai really wanted to say that he himself didn't even know about it before today, so how could the 

outside world know? 

it's because of this that li has achieved such amazing results, " professor Ren praised. the young 

researchers these days are too impatient. If only they could be as calm as li. 

yeah, " academician li nodded. they should learn from professor Li Kai's research attitude. 

aww, aww. Li Kai felt that he didn't dare to continue the conversation. He really wanted to beg the two 

of them to stop praising him, so he chose to remain silent. 

He could only feel that his back was getting heavier and heavier, as if he was carrying something. 

Li Kai had a hard time dealing with academician li and professor Ren. 

After the two of them left, he heaved a heavy sigh of relief. 

Talking about these topics with these two made Alexander feel like he was getting more and more 

famous by deceiving the world. 

"Brother Qin, where did you plant this genetic mutation pink mess grass?" Li Kai had no choice but to 

ask Qin Lin. He had to do some research on it. Otherwise, if he managed to get through this, it would be 

extremely embarrassing if he didn't even know how to purify the air when academician li asked him 

again. 



Qin Lin's purification grass was naturally planted in the game, so he couldn't let anyone know about it. 

"Old brother Li, I didn't know that this thing had this effect at first. I've removed it all. Now, I can only 

transplant it to the manor." 

"the teleportation spell was removed?" Li Kai opened his mouth. Wasn't this a waste of God's gift? 

Fortunately, academician li wasn't here. Otherwise, with his serious attitude towards scientific research, 

he would have a heart attack. 

they were all removed? 

If this kind of success required funds to research, do you know how much it would cost? 

He felt a little heartache. 

If the transplanted plants didn't survive, they would lose this thing completely. 

Even if you have special soil, you can't be so wasteful. 

"But I saw some seeds, so I collected some," Qin Lin hurriedly said. 

"There are seeds?" Li Kai's eyes brightened again. Brother Qin, hurry up and give me the seeds. I'll take 

them back and plant them for research. Do you still have the cosmetic chaotic grass that has yet to be 

transplanted into the manor? " Give me some too, I'm going to study the reason why this thing can 

purify the air." 

Even if he wasn't the one who had come up with this, as a researcher in the field of plants, he couldn't 

help but be curious and want to study it. 

Moreover, if he studied the seeds together with these transplanted cosmetic chaotic grass, there might 

be unexpected results. 

I'll transport the rest of the pimple chaos grass that hasn't been transplanted here and give old brother li 

a call. I can go and get the seeds for old brother li now. qin lin also said. 

The seeds were already prepared, and the purification grass that had not been transplanted had to be 

planted in the game before it could be given to old brother li. 

"Alright, give me the seed first." "I'll take some people to plant the seeds first," Li Kai nodded,"then we'll 

study the reason why these pistachios can purify the air." Qin Lin brought Li Kai back to his office and 

gave him the bag of purification grass seeds he had brought out earlier. 

After Li Kai got the seeds, he took out a few and observed them. Then, he put them back in and left in a 

hurry. It was obvious that he wanted to hurry to the experimental field and plant these seeds. 

Moreover, after planting the seeds, he still had to study why the powder chaos grass could purify the air. 

It was really difficult to take the blame. 

I'm going to be busy again. 

Not long after, Li Kai brought the seed to Linlin's laboratory, intending to plant it first. 



Li Kai quickly arrived at the experimental site. Many of the seeds he had planted in the experimental site 

were about to ripen. 

This made him look at the seed in his hand. 

He had planted so many seeds in the experimental field. It would be a blow if only a few of them had 

mutated. 

Chapter 659 Li Kai, It's Getting Heavier And Heavier On My Back 

After all, even a layman like Brother Qin was so lucky to be able to create such a genetically mutated 

pink mess. 

As an expert in the industry, he felt ashamed to plant so many people who didn't have any genetic 

mutations. 

His luck shouldn't be that bad. 

At the very least, there should be at least one or two of them with some powerful genetic mutations. 

After all, Brother Qin had produced such a magical mutant. 

As he thought about it, Li Kai looked at the crops with anticipation. He then followed the crops and 

observed them. He even wanted to see if there were any crops that could mutate at a glance. 

It was just like the mutant beauty cucumber from before. The shameful appearance of the cucumber 

was obviously not ordinary. 

Li Kai looked around and found some plum trees (Cola fruit, looks like plum!) It was a little different. 

He had made some records of these plum trees, but he didn't know what species they were. They were 

very short and small, which was a little strange, so he made some records. 

He had done the same for many other seeds. 

But now, he actually saw those plum trees bloom. 

That shouldn't be the case, because it was only the first year. It was impossible for a plum tree to 

blossom and bear fruit so quickly. Moreover, the month was not right either. 

could it be possible that the plum tree's genes have mutated? " Li Kai was looking forward to it. He 

planned to take good care of the plum trees and take photos of them. 

With that thought in mind, Li Kai went to the tool room and took out his tools. Then, he asked the 

assistant in the laboratory to bring over a special cultivation agent and plant the seeds in his hands. 

If it was confirmed that the powder mix grass could be cultivated on a large scale, it would be a good 

solution to the air problem in China. 

While Li Kai was planting the seeds with his assistant, Qin Lin was also sitting on the office chair, looking 

at the game in his mind. 

He then controlled his game character to go to the seed shop in ore town and bought the seeds of 

purification grass. Then, he planted these seeds in the level 3 plots. 
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other than giving it to li kai for research, he also planned to transplant some of the grade 2 purification 

grass to linlin villa. 

He didn't expect the air quality in Linlin villa to be as good as the manor's, but he wanted to at least keep 

the air quality in Linlin villa at an absolutely high level. 

The purification grass grew for a very short time. After Qin Lin planted it in the level 3 plot, it ripened in 

the afternoon. 

similarly, he harvested half of the potted plants and the other half of the transplanted lawn. 

after the harvest, he drove his bmw to the warehouse. 

this batch of purification grass harvested from the level 3 plot was not something that his small truck 

could transport in one go. so, after he moved all the purification grass out of the warehouse and the 

game, he called zhao liyuan again to transport it. 

After transporting the things to the villa, he called Li Kai and Yu Shui over. He gave some purification 

grass to Li Kai and the rest to Yu Shui to decorate the office and living room of Linlin villa. 

The first thing Li Kai did after he finished cooking the purification grass was to call for the research 

assistant in the laboratory. 

When the research assistants arrived at the laboratory and saw that they were going to study some 

makeup mess grass, they were a little curious. 

"Professor Li Kai, these are makeup chaos grass. They seem to be a little different!" 

"What professor Li Kai wants to research is definitely different!" 

"That's right, how can professor Li Kai's research be the same?" 

“……” 

li kai didn't waste any time. he directly asked the researchers to transplant the purification grass into a 

test site with special soil. then, he took the researchers and placed more than a dozen AQI detection 

instruments in different areas to detect the air quality. 

he wanted to see the effect and range of the air purification. 

Shen Li had specially borrowed these instruments from the you city's official environment 

administration. 

In the beginning, the numbers on these instruments were the normal number of 59. 

But as time passed, the researchers in Linlin laboratory began to look surprised. 

"The air quality index is starting to drop." one of the researchers said in surprise. 

Indeed, the numbers on the instruments began to drop from the initial 59. 

As time went on, the number dropped even faster. The closer the equipment was to the mess of 

makeup, the faster the rate of decline. 



they were starting to feel the air quality getting better. 

the researchers were completely shocked. 

"These makeup mess grass can actually purify the air?" a researcher exclaimed. 

Another researcher was also shocked. "Isn't the purification effect too strong? The air index is dropping 

surprisingly fast." 

indeed, after li kai personally experienced the purification effect, his face was full of surprise. 

This purification effect was simply heaven-defying. 

…… 

Chapter 660 This Tea Is Comparable To The Number One Tea! My Confidence Has Taken A Blow!_1 

A few days passed. 

The remote warehouse was already filled with potted purification grass and transplanted purification 

grass lawns. 

qin lin's figure appeared with a few purification grass pots in his hand. 

He put down the purification grass in his hands and heaved a sigh of relief. Then, he called Zhao Liyuan 

and asked him to come and collect the purification grass. 

He had prepared these to decorate the Linlin Manor and improve its air quality. 

For the next few days, he had been using his Level 3 plot to plant purification grass. 

After asking Zhao Liyuan to transport the purification grass to the villa and give it to Yu Shui, Qin Lin 

returned to the office in the villa. He looked at the game in his mind screen and began his daily task for 

the day. 

His luck today was pretty good. After cutting down the tree that had respawned, he went to check on 

the mountain goods and found that there were actually mountain goods that had respawned today. 

Moreover, it was something that surprised him. 

[ congratulations, you have obtained 30 pounds of tieguanyin tender leaves! ] 

…… 

[ congratulations, you have obtained 30 pounds of Tieguanyin tender leaves! ] 

… 

Tie Guanyin again. 

The quality 2 Tieguanyin that he had collected earlier still weighed more than 10 catties. 

It had been more than half a year, so it could be seen that this tea was also very good to drink. 

This time, it was the same as the last time. He had collected 120 catties of tie Guanyin's tender leaves. 
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He could also cook 20% cooked tea. 

Moreover, Qin Lin just remembered that wild quality 2 Tieguanyin also had the effect of preventing 

cancer, so he could give some to academician li. 

With this reward, Qin Lin went to the warehouse again and entered the game. He saw tie Guanyin's 

remark: 

[ (rare) wild Tieguanyin leaf: Quality 2 ] 

[ this is a type of Tie Guan Yin that grows in the wild. It's definitely the best among the tea leaves, but it's 

a pity that it's extremely rare and has a very low refresh rate. It can be used to stir-fry and brew tea. It 

has many effects: Tea fragrance +2, sweet aftertaste +2, eliminate greasiness +2, promote digestion +2, 

refresh the mind +2, prevent cancer and fight cancer +1. ] 

Cancer prevention and cancer prevention +1 attribute. This was not worse than the attributes of the 

quality 2 yellow croaker and the quality 2 turtle. 

It had been so long ago that he had almost forgotten. 

This thing combined with the attributes of a Grade 2 turtle and a Grade 2 yellow croaker. It was simply 

heaven-defying, right? 

Then, Qin Lin put the 120 catties of tea leaves into two big sacks and brought them out of the game, 

then back to the manor. 

When Qin Lin entered the manor with two large bags of tea, he saw professor Ren and academician li 

coming out of the Yuliao District. 

It was obvious that the two of them had just finished Yu Liao, and they both looked very good. 

Especially academician li, who was in a much better state. 

He had been eating quality 2 tortoiseshell and quality 2 yellow croaker for a while now, and his stomach 

cancer had improved a lot. 

"Boss Qin, are you busy?" Professor Ren saw Qin Lin coming in with two big bags and greeted him. 

"I got some tea leaves. I'm going to make some tea leaves from tie Guanyin," Qin Lin explained with a 

smile. 

"Is it the kind of Tie Guan Yin in boss Qin's office?" professor Ren's eyes lit up. 

He had drunk Tieguanyin before. 

That's really amazing! 

He had never drunk such good tea before. 

it's that kind. I'm planning to cook it. I'll bring some tea leaves for you two after I'm done. Qin Lin was 

just about to give some tea to academician li. 

There was no need to find an excuse now. 



Academician li was a little curious. 

He had heard from professor Ren that boss Qin's Tieguanyin tea was very delicious, but he said it as if no 

other tea could compare. 

He also loved to drink tea, and he had even drunk the Da Hong Pao tea from the two mother trees. 

Boss Qin's Tieguanyin can't be as good as the Da Hong Pao, right? 

However, he was surprised to hear that the Tieguanyin was cooked by boss Qin himself. 

He also had some understanding of frying tea. 

If one wanted to stir-fry top-grade tea, one had to be extremely skilled in tea-frying. 

If professor Ren's description of the Tieguanyin tea was not an exaggeration, then Mr. Qin's tea-making 

skills should be very good. 

"Boss Qin, can we see how you cook the tea?" Professor Ren was also very interested when he heard 

that the Tieguanyin tea was made by Qin Lin himself. 

Academician li also looked at Qin Lin. He obviously wanted to take a look. 

"Of course." Qin Lin said with a smile. 

It wasn't the first time he had cooked tea leaves in front of others anyway. 

Professor Ren got the answer and went into the kitchen with academician li and Qin Lin. 

"Boss, do you need any help?" Master Lin was arranging some medicinal herbs in the kitchen. When he 

saw Qin Lin coming in with two big bags, he hurriedly greeted him. 

those medicinal herbs were naturally for making medicinal cuisines. 

He had the exact same cooking method and sequence as the boss, but he couldn't make the same 

medicinal cuisine as the boss. He felt that he didn't control the heat and the proportion of the medicinal 

herbs well. 

Therefore, he had been practicing the proportion of the ingredients. 

He believed that he would learn the boss's medicinal cuisine sooner or later. 

Qin Lin put down two bags of tender tea leaves and said, " "Master Lin, please help me wash these tea 

leaves." 

"En!" Master Lin nodded. He took a look at the tea leaves, took a big bucket, and started to wash them. 

qin lin went to the stove and started to stir-fry the tea leaves. 

Master Lin washed a batch of tea leaves and put them in the basin. Qin Lin took it and the tea leaves 

stir-frying technique from his muscle memory came back to him unconsciously. 

He shook it a few times smoothly, and the tea leaves in the pot fell into the pot one after another. The 

consecutive layers were very even, with almost no deviation. 



This immediately attracted academician Li's attention. 

Boss Qin's tea-frying technique seemed to be very good. 

… 

Not long after. 

a strong tea fragrance started to spread in the kitchen. 

 


